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FOREWORD 
The research on which this report was based began as a team effort 
during the spring of 1975. Tasks were apportioned as follows: 
Collfction oJfixfd plant and delivl'fy cost data-Olu Williams, Roger 
Torell, Don Deichman. . 
Collection oj variable plant and delivery cost data-Dennis Nun, Steve 
Sandberg, Jerry Afuh. 
Calculatiolls and tabulations-AI Stark, Larry Janssen, Michael 
Olufolaju. 
Editors and Coordinators-Lynn Lutgen, Larry Held. 
A summarized version of the results, ref1ecting 1976 price levels, 
provided a major input into an analysis of railroad branch line abcll1-
donments and their economic implications.' The cost estimates de-
veloped during these preliminary investigations were later verified 
and updated to 1977 levels through extensive field studies. Costs since 
that time have increased, of course, but relative costs of the various 
inputs are not believed to have changed significantly. Costs of fuel 
have increased the most; implications of this change are discussed in 
the final section of the report. 
Data were collected by personal and telephone interviews with 
numerous industry sources including several retail dry-bulk fertilizer 
dealers. The research was financed under Nebraska Agricultural Ex-
periment Station Project 10-60, a contributing project to Western 
Regional Marketing Project No. 61, "Impact of Changes in World 
Food Supply-Demand ConditiollS Upon Selected Agricultural Factor 
Markets." The cooperation of a large number of persons, far too 
many to list, was essential to the completion of the study. 
I Man Bergland aud Dale G. Anderson, Emllollli, illljJlil'!llioll.l oj "llef/wlill!' dry-hulk 
jnlilizer slIjJjJIYI)',llell/,l: fl ,l()uliJ-fI'lIlml Nelnfl.lkfl (!l.II·llllI/y, Agric Exp. Sta, Res, Bull. l\o. 
290, Uni\,. of Nebr., Lincoln, 19i9, '18 pp. 
SUMMARY 
1. About 1.8 million tons (1.6 million t) of fertilizer were applied by 
~ ebraska farmers in 1978, an increase of nearly 800 percent over 
1954 levels. Slightly more than one-third of recent usage was dry-bulk 
fertilizer. 
2. Utilization of plant capacity was the most important of the cost 
factors analyzed. Even at capacity output, average fixed costs ac-
counted for half to two-thirds of average total costs. Increasing plant 
output from 50 percent to 100 percent of capacity saved from $12.23 
to $17.01 per ton ($13.48 to $18.75/t), depending on plant size and 
type of application/delivery system. 
3. Economies of size were relatively modest, due in part to higher 
delivery costs associated with larger delivery territories. Savings 
realized from operating the largest size plant (3840 tons or 3484 t per 
year capacity) as compared with the smallest size (2160 tons or 1960 t 
per year) averaged $2.74 per ton ($3.021t). 
4. The lowest cost delivery system utilized pickup trucks to deliver 
portable spreaders filled with fertilizer. The cost advantage of this 
system over flotation spreaders served by nurse trucks averaged $2.4 7 
per ton ($2.72/t). Nurse trucks delivering fertilizer and portable 
spreaders to farms had average costs $4.09 per ton ($4.511t) above 
costs for the pickup-truck delivery system. 
5. The effect of sales density on average total costs was relatively 
small. The average saving from increasing effective density from 5 to 
10 tons per square mile (1.75 to 3.5 tlsq. km) was only 79 cents perton 
(87¢1t). 
6. Excess capacity does not appear to be a problem for most Ne-
braska dry-bulk fertilizer plant operations. Based on the present 
study and related research, consolidation of plant facilities, even if rai' 
service should be discontinued to many plants, would not generally be 
economically advantageous. Increasing delivery costs associated wid 
increasing plant scale negate much of the cost advantage realize( 
from increasing plant size. Changes in fertilizer consumption pattern 
could alter the equilibrium, however. 
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Fertilizer consumption in Nebraska increased 798 percent, from 
199,116 tons (180,635 metric tonsfl in 1954 to 1,787,100 tons 
(1,621,230 t) in 1978. Consumption of dry fertilizer, a major compo-
nent of total usage, rose 308 percent during the same period, from 
159,774 tons (144,945 t) to 652,300 tons (591,757 t) (Appendix Table 
1)4. Most of the dry fertilizer consumed in the latter year was in bulk 
form.5 Tonnage of dry fertilizer as a percentage of total tonnage 
declined from 80.2 to 36.5 percent between 1955 and 1978. Since 
1975, however, consumption of dry materials has stabilized at about 
36 percent of total tonnage; dry bulk fertilizer remains a major class 
of fertilizer used in Nebraska (Appendix Table 1). 
Purpose of Study 
Increasing energy costs and anticipated associated rising wholesale 
prices of fertilizer underscore the importance of finding ways of re-
'Professor of Agricultural Economics and fonner UN-L Law College Student, re-
spectively. 
"Metric equivalents are in parentheses. 
4Norman L. Hargett, 1974 Fntiiiur Summary Data, National Fertilizer Development 
Center, Bull. Y-86 (Muscle Shoals, Alabama, Tennessee Valley Authority, 1975, p. 72; 
and Norman L. Hargett and Janice T. Berrv, 1978 Fertifizl'/' SUfi/man' Data, National 
Fertilizer Development Center, Bull. Y-138 (Muscle Shoals, Alabama: Tennessee Valley 
Authority, 1979), p. 72. . 
'A spokesman at the Nebraska Department of Agriculture's Bureau of Plant In-
dustry estImated that less than 5 percent of all dry fertilizer sales are bagged. 
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ducing costs of dry-bulk fertilizer blending, delivery and application 
operations. The cost structure of these fertilizer distribution activities 
was analyzed in an effort to find ways or reducing these costs. 
Fertilizer retailers need a yardstick by which to measure the effi-
ciency of their operations. Prospective entrants to the industry need 
detailed cost estimates to aid in the planning process. Competitive 
pressures should assure that farmers and consumers of farm products 
share in savings from enhanced efficiency in fertilizer distribution. 
The primary objective of the study was to analyze how dry-bulk 
fertilizer blending, delivery, and application costs vary with changes 
in (1) plant size, (2) use density (tons of fertilizer per square mile or t 
per square kilometer), (3) utilization of plant capacity, and (4) type of 
delivery and application system. 
Retail Distribution Systems 
Farmers typically obtain their dry-bulk fertilizer requirements 
from a local dealer whose source is a manufacturer or a proc~ssor of 
mined products. Only an occasional farmer buys enough fertilizer to 
justify direct purchases from a manufacturer. Retail distribution 
plants (bulk blenders) are usually locally owned by individuals or 
farmer cooperatives. The retail firm often delivers the product to the 
farm and sometimes applies it to the field. There were an estimated 
222 retail dry-bulk fertilizer plants operating in Nebraska in 1970.(; 
Dealers receive dry fertilizer supplies in many forms; some of the 
more important include diammonium phosphate (18-46-0), am-
monium nitrate (33.5-0-0), ordinary super phosphate (0-20-0), con-
centrated super phosphate (0-46-0), potash (0-0-60), and urea 
(46-0-0). These components are frequently blended and subsequently 
transported, sometimes along with custom fertilizer spreaders, to 
farmers. 
Most dry-bulk materials are shipped to the blending plant by rail 
from relatively distant origins. Phosphates come largely from Florida; 
potash from New Mexico and Saskatchewan, Canada; and nitrogen-
ous materials from Texas and Louisiana. Nitrogen fertilizers, how-
ever, are manufactured in widely scattered locations including several 
sites in Nebraska and nearby states. 
Accommodation to the highly seasonal demand for fertilizer is 
u~ually achieved by combining the fertilizer business with other busi-
ness activities. Dry-bulk fertilizer dealers frequently have grain, feed, 
petroleum, farm chemicals or other farm supply operations as com-
plementary enterprises. Such combinations allow for better utilization 
of labor, management and certain fixed facilities. 
"Frank Achorn and Jim Barker, "Bulk blenders: environmental control and 
OSHA," FI'l/iliz('I Pro!!:re.11 (September-October, 1972); Reprint X-144 hy Tennessee 
Valley AUlhoritv, p. 4. 
{) 
Figure I. Typical layout of dry-bulk fertilizer blending plant. Source: Frank Achorn 
and Jim Barker, "Bulk blenders: environmental control and OSHA," Fer-
tilizer Progress (September-October, 1972, Reprint X-144 by Tennessee 
Valley Authority, p. 6. 
Storage and Blending Plant 
The plant itself is a relatively simple operation housed in a 
cement-block or wooden building divided into storage bins, an alley 
way for access to the bins, and space for receiving, mixing and load-
out equipment (Figure 1). 
Location of plants on a rail siding permits transfer of incoming 
materials from rail cars to plant storage, usually by means of a belt 
conveyor. Various blends of the basic fertilizer nutrients are pro-
duced by weighing appropriate amounts of each into a blending ma-
chine. A skid-steer loader is used to supply the hopper scale of the 
blender. An auger or elevator carries the final product from the blen-
der to a bin from which it is gravity fed or augered into delivery 
equipment. 
Business is usually conducted out of an office facility shared by 
other departments of the firm. The office may be located in the 
mixing plant but is more often in a separate building. 
Delivery and Spreading Operations 
Farmers can make their own delivery arrangements, but more 
commonly the blending firm provides this service. In some systems, 
the delivery truck is also a field spreader. In other cases delivery 
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trucks "nurse" specialized spreaders owned either by the fertilizer 
blending firm or by customers. Nurse trucks are equipped with au-
gers for rapid unloading. Most firms also have a pickup truck used for 
service calls and promotional visits. 
Three delivery and application systems were analyzed. System 1 
utilized 4-ton (3.63-t) tractor-drawn field spreaders serviced by 4-ton 
(3.63-t) nurse trucks. Spreaders were pulled to the field behind the 
nurse trucks. In system 2, 8-ton (7.26-t) tractor-drawn spreaders were 
delivered to the field behind %-ton pickup trucks. Spreaders were 
returned to the plant to be refilled, eliminating the need for nurse 
trucks. Application operations were performed by farmers using their 
own tractors in both systems 1 and 2. Costs of farmers' labor and 
tractor operation were included so that total application costs could be 
compared with those for system 3. System 3 used 8-tcm (7.26-t) nurse 
trucks to supply 8-ton (7.26-t) self-propelled flotation spreaders. Ap-
plication was by fertilizer plant employees. 
METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
Model plants were developed based on data obtained from 
operators of dry-bulk fertilizer plants, equipment manufacturers, 
construction firms and other sources. Economic-engineering proce-
dures were used to estimate costs of structuring new plants of alter-
native sizes. Fixed and variable costs of operating these plants at al-
ternative rates of output and for alternative fertilizer use densities 
were synthesized. Market conditions faced by the model plants were 
generally representative of those in south-central Nebraska. The re-
tail output capacity of fertilizer plants was assumed to be constrained 
by plant storage capacity and rate of inventory turnover. For a given 
storage capacity annual plant output capacity was directly related to 
the annual inventory turnover ratio. 
Three model plants were structured in conjunction with three 
different delivery and spreading systems. Based on three inventory 
turns per year, and 32 peak-load equivalent working days per season, 
their storage capacities, peak daily outputs and annual capacity out-
puts were: 
1. "Small" plant, 720 tons (653 t) storage capacity (six 120-ton or 
108.8-t bins), 67.5 tons (61.2 t) peak daily output and 2160 tons (1960 
t) annual output. 
2. "Medium" plant, 960 tons (871 t) storage capacity (six 160-ton 
or 145-t bins), 90 tons (82 t) peak daily output, and 2880 tons (2613 t) 
annual output. 
3. "Large" plant, 1280 tons (1161 t) storage capacity (eight 160-
ton or 145-t bins), 120 tons (109 t) peak daily output, and 3840 tons 
(3484 t) annual output. 
Peak daily capacity was defined as output during a 10-hour work-
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day with plant equipment and employees operating at maximum 
sustainable efficiency. The level of peak daily output dictated in part 
the number of trucks and spreaders needed by each plant. 
Average demand was assumed to be 12 tons (10.9 t) per customer 
per year for all plant sizes and use densities. Each plant therefore 
served the following number of customers: 
1. "Small" plant, 2160/12 tOilS = 180 customers. 
2. "Medium" plant, 2880112 tons = 240 customers. 
3. "Large" plant, 3840112 tons = 320 customers. 
The f(lllowing levels of use-density were representative of the 
range of actual usage patterns for eastern Nebraska: i 10, 15 and 20 
tons of fertilizer per square mile (3.5, 5.25 and 7 tlkm2 ). It was further 
assumed that the model fertilizer plants shared the market area 
equally with another fertilizer plant. Thus, the effective use or "sales" 
densities were half of the assumed market area densities, or 5,7.5 and 
10 tons per square mile (1.75, 2.63 and 3.5 tlkm 2 ). 
Fixed Investment 
Plant Investment 
Investment costs for items at the blending plant varied with plant 
size but were unaffected by type of delivery or spreading system. 
Costs of capital investment items associated with dry-bulk fertilizer 
plants were based on 1977 costs of constructing and equipping plants 
f(lr Nebraska conditions. The following items comprised the fixed 
assets of the plants (costs are summarized in Appendix Table 2 by size 
of plant and use density):H 
Land. Space was required for the plant, the office and for parking 
and maneuvering equipment. Cost was estimated at $2,112 for each 
plant size.~J 
Office building. Although the office was used year around by the 
firm, the fertilizer department used it on a substantially full-time basis 
for only I I weeks per year. Total costs of the building borne by the 
fertilizer department, allocated on the basis of the proportion of time 
devoted primarily to that department, were $2,387, $3,182 and 
$4,244 for the "small," "medium" and "large" plants, respectively.lo 
Office equipment. Cost of office equipment belonging to the firm 
'State-Federal Division of Agricultural Statistics, Nehrnlka Agrirultural Statil'lir.l. Lin-
coln: USDA and Nebraska Department of Agriculture. cooperating. 1973 and 1974 
editions. 
'Dr. Bruce Johnson, Department of Agricultural Economics, University of :\Ie-
braska; and Mr. Gene Harris, Manager, Farmers Union Cooperative, Wahoo, Ne-
braska. 
"Interviews with fertilizer dealers; data updated to 1977 levels using price indexes in 
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analvsis, SUr1W)' of CUTTfllt B1l.Ii-
IIf.l.I, (March, 1977). 
!OIbid. 
was allocated to the fertilizer department on the same basis as were 
costs for the office building. Investment in office equipment assigned 
to the fertilizer department was estimated at $400 for the small plant, 
$533 for the medium plant, and $711 for the largest plant. 11 
Plant building. The building housing the storage bins and equip-
ment was the largest single cost item of the physical plant. Six 12-ton 
(109-t) bins were needed for the small plant, six 160-ton (l45-t) for the 
medium plant and eight 160-ton (l45-t) bins for the large plant. Total 
costs of storage buildings were $47,000, $55,500, and $72,500 for the 
small, medium and large plants, respectivelyY 
Blender. Each model plant required one 4-ton (3.6-t) blender 
costing $10,250.13 
Belt conveyor. A belt conveyor was used to transport fertilizer 
from the rail siding to storage at each model plant. Total costs of belt 
conveyors were $9,100, $9,450, and $10,700 for the small, medium 
and large plants, respectively.14 
Skid-steer loader. One payloader at a cost of $8, 10015 was needed 
for each model plant for transferring fertilizer materials from storage 
bins to blender. 
Delivery and Application Systems Investment 
Cost for three systems of farm delivery and application in use in 
Nebraska were analyzed. 
System 1: 4-ton (3.6-t) tractor-drawn field spreadets serviced by 
4-ton (3.6-t) nurse trucks. Spreaders were pulled to the field behind 
the nurse trucks. 
1. Pickup trucks. One %-ton pickup truck was used by all depart-
ments of the firm, with the fertilizer department having primary use 
for service and sales calls during the fertilizer season. Cost of the 
$6,000 pickup truck,16 allocated in proportion to time used by the 
fertilizer department (11152 of the year), was $1,269. 
2. Deliver), trucks. Nurse trucks with 8-foot (2.4 m) boxes costing 
$13,500 17 were needed to deliver fertilizer to farm customers. Three 
to six trucks were used depending on plant size and use density of 
fertilizer. This resulted in higher investment costs for larger plant 
sizes and lower levels of use density. Total cost ranged from $40,500 
to $81,000. 
3. Spreaders. FOUl:-ton (3.6-t) spreaders costing $4,075 18 each were 
II Based on discussion with plant managers and office supply firms. 
12Farmland Industries, Inc, Lincoln, Nebraska. 
I"Bush Hog/Kraus, Division of Allied Products Corp., Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 
"Farmland, op. cit. 
"'Boughton Equipment, Inc., Grand Island, Nebraska. 
16Du Teau Chevrolet Company, Lincoln, Nebraska. 
17Evco Distributing, Inc, Salina, Kansas. 
"Bush Hog/Kraus, op. (it. 
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used for product application. Number of spreaders required per 
plant were 3, 4, and 5 with investment costs of$12,225, $16,300 and 
$20,375 for the small, medium and large model plants, respectively. 
4. Tractors. Each spreader was pulled by a farmer-owned 100-
horsepower tractor. Total cost of $16,000 per tractor was allocated to 
fertilizer application on the basis of time used for pulling fertilizer 
spreaders (11!52 of the year). Resulting costs were $10,154, $13,538, 
and $16,923 for the small, medium and large plants, respectively.H! 
System 2: Tractor-drawn spreaders filled with fertilizer, delivered 
to the field behind %-ton pickup trucks. Spreaders were returned to 
the plant to be refilled, eliminating the need for nurse trucks. 
1. Pickup trucks. Same as system 1, except additional units were 
needed for field delivery; costs varied from $2,538 to $5,076, de-
pending upon use density and plant size. Two pickup trucks were 
needed for the small plant, 2-3 for the medium plant and 3-4 for the 
large plant. 
2. Spreaders. Eight-ton (7.26-t) spreaders costing $4,400 each were 
used for product application. Numbers of spreaders required per 
plant were 4, 5, and 7 with investment costs of $17,600, $22,000 and 
$30,800 for the small, medium and large model plants, respectively.20 
3. Tractors. Same use as system 1, except costs were $13,538 for 
the small plant, $16,923 for the medium plant and $23,692 for the 
large plant. 
System 3: Nurse trucks employed to supply self-propelled flota-
tion spreaders. 
1. Pickup truck. Same as system 1 ($1,269). 
2. Delivery trucks. Two 8-ton (7.26-t) nurse trucks costing $16,290 
each were needed to supply each flotation spreader. 21 Depending on 
plant size and use density, two to four nurse trucks were needed, with 
resulting higher investment costs for larger plant sizes and lower 
levels of use density. Total cost ranged from $32,580 to $65,160. 
3. Spreaders. One or two 8-ton (7.26-t) flotation spreaders costing 
$35,00022 were needed by each plant. Total cost ranged from $35,000 
to $70,000. 
Fixed Costs 
All costs not related to plant output were considered fixed. Total 
annual fixed costs for each size of plant, use density and delivery! 
"'Saline Equipment, Inc., Crete, Nebraska. 
2{'Evco,op. rit. 
2! Evco, op. cit. 
22Rickel Manufacturing Corp., Salina, Kansas, and Tryco ManuLlCturing Co., De-
catur, Ill. 
II 
application system are found in Appendix Tables 4, 5, and 6. Unless 
noted, all cost assumptions were based on discussions with building 
contractors, equipment manufacturers and plant operators. 
Depreciation 
The straight-line method was used to calculate depreciation costs 
for plant and equipment. Economic life and salvage value varied by 
item as indicated in Appendix Table 3. 
Interest on Investment 
An annual opportunity cost of 9 percent was assessed against the 
average undepreciated value of the total fixed investment for the 
fertilizer department. 
Property Tax 
A tax rate of 65 mills23 assessed against 35 percent of the average 
market value of the total fixed assets used by the fertilizer department 
was used to calculate property tax. Market value was assumed equal to 
the average undepreciated value of depreciable assets plus the full 
original value of land. 
Maintenance and Repairs 
The annual cost for these items was estimated at 5 p.ercent of the 
total fixed investment in plant and equipment. 
Office Overhead 
Items in this category included all office supplies and office 
utilities used in the bulk-blending operation. Annual costs were esti-
mated at $226 for the small plant, $254 for the intermediate-size plant 
and $283 for the large plant. 
Secretarial Labor 
Each firm had two secretaries, each of whom was paid $110 per 
week. Costs were apportioned to the fertilizer division on the basis of 
the ratio of fertilizer sales to total firm sales (20 percent for the small 
plant, 26.7 percent for the medium plant, and 35.6 percent for the 
large plant). 
Management 
Cost of management was similarly related to sales volume. The 
firm's general manager, part of whose time was spent overseeing the 
fertilizer department, was paid $16,500 per year in the case of the 
small plant, $19,250 for the medium and large plants. Annual cost to 
2:'A "typical" mill levy f(lr eastern Nebraska. 
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the fertilizer department was $3,300 for the small plant, $5,140 for 
the medium plant and $6,853 for the large plant. 
Licensing 
The annual costs of licensing were $26 per nurse truck, $18.50 per 
pickup truck, $1 per spreader, and $20 for a fertilizer dealer's Iicens~. 
Since pickup trucks were used by all departments of the firm, but by 
the fertilizer department for only 11 weeks per year, 11152 of their 
licensing cost was allocated to fertilizer. 
Plant Insurance 
The annual cost of extended insurance coverage for property 
(excluding land, pickup trucks and nurse trucks) was $0.625 per $100 
of average property value. Vehicle insurance cost $132 per nurse 
truck and $110 per pickup ($23 of latter allocated to fertilizer).24 
Plant Labor 
Operating the skid-steer loader in each plant was a full-time job 
during the fertilizer season. The operator was employed for 660 
hours per year in every case, at $3.85 per hour, for a total cost of 
$2,541 (Appendix Table 7). 
Variable Costs 
Personal interviews and time studies taken during the spring of 
1975, the summer of 1976, and later updated to 1977, were the prin-
cipal sources for the variable cost information associated with the 
dry-bulk fertilizer operation. 
Lahor 
Variable labor costs included wages paid the truck and spreader 
drivers, the blender operator who also performed plant maintenance 
duties, and farmers' opportunity costs incurred in spreading fer-
tilizer. Since application and delivery employees were utilized by 
other departments when not needed by the fertilizer department, 
their costs were variable. An average of 10 hours per working day 
throughout the fertilizer season was allocated to this department. 
Rate of pay was $3.50 per hour with time and one-half paid for 
overtime exceeding 8 hours per day, with resulting average wages of 
$3.85 per hour. 
Estimated labor requirements were based on time studies of plant 
and delivery operations. Actual time expenditures were inflated by 10 
percent to account for rest periods, equipment breakdowns and other 
problems. The basic duties performed and their time requirements 
2 4 Farmers Mutual Company, Des Moines, Iowa. 
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are itemized in Appendix Tables 7, 8, 9 and 10 by plant size, Use 
density and delivery/application system type. Procedures for labor 
cost calculations are summarized in Appendix B. 
Inventory Loss 
Estimated inventory losses, resulting from handling the fertilizer 
material, were 2 percent of annual plant output. Given a wholesale· 
price of $200 per ton ($220.461t) for dry-bulk fertilizer, the average 
cost of inventory loss was $4 per ton ($4.4 lit). 
Fertilizer Fee 
A fee of $0.04 per ton ($0.044/t) was collected by the State of 
Nebraska as reimbursement for inspection and testing of fertilizer 
materials. 
Pickup Truck Operations 
One %-ton pickup truck was used by all departments of the firm, 
with the fertilizer department having primary use during the fer-
tilizer season. Annual usage by the fertilizer department was esti-
mated at 2,000 miles (3219 km) for the small plant, 2,500 miles (4023 
km) for the medium plant, and 3,000 miles (4828 km) for the large 
plant. Pickup trucks were used in system 2 to deliver spreaders filled 
with fertilizer; average driving speed was 25 MPH (40 km/hr). Vari-
able costs included fuel, lubrication, repairs and tires. Estimated costs 
by item were: 
Fuel 53¢/gal (14¢/1), 8 MPG (3.4 km/l), 
Lubrication25 





$3.50/6000 mi ($2.18/6000 km) 
$4.75/2000 mi ($2.95/2000 km) 
$6.00/4000 mi ($3.73/4000 km) 
Tires (4 @ $45.00); 20,000-mi or 32,187 km. life 
($180/20,000) 
Total operating cost 






Nurse trucks were used in systems 1 and 3 for delivering fertilizer 
to farms. Although the same size power unit was used in either case, 
system 1 trucks had a 4-ton (3.63-t) box while those used in system 3 
had an 8-ton (7.26-t) box. However, system 1 trucks delivered field 
25Du Teau Chevrolet Company, up. cit. 
26Based on information in Stephen W. Fuller, The Optimum Number and Size of 
Country Grain Elevators in Spatial Equilibrium, unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, De-
partment of Economics, Kansas State University, 1970. (Based on 2.6 percent of annual 
investmen,t and annual mileage of 6571; estimates updated to 1977 levels.) 
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spreaders as well as fertilizer to farm customers, while system 3 trucks 
carried only fertilizer applied by self-propelled flotation spreaders. 
Operating costs per mile of truck travel were about the same for each 
system. Following are estimated costs: 
Fuel (53¢/gal; 14¢/1), 8 MPG (3.4 km/I), 
Lubrication27 






$12.00/4000 mi ($7.46/4000 km) 
$ 8.00/4000 mi ($4.97/4000 km) 
$ 7.50/4000 mi ($4.66/4000 km) 
$ 7.50/4000 mi ($4.66/4000 km) 
Tires (4 @ $150); 50,000 mi or 80,467 km life 
($6000/50,000 mil 
Total operating cost 






Eight-ton (7.26-t) flotation spreaders operated at an average speed 
of 12 MPH (19.3km/hr) were used for spreading fertilizer on the 
fields. Variable costs of spreader operations included fuel, lubrica-
tion, and repairs and were as follows (see Appendix Table 11 for 
detail on lubrication costs): 
Fuel (53¢/gal: 14¢/1); 8 gal (30.3 l)/hr 
Lubrication ($446 for 860 hrs/yr) 
Repairs (2.6% of $35,000 investment; 910/860 hrs/yr) 






For application systems 1 and 2, each spreader was pulled by a 
100-horsepower tractor operated at an average driving speed of 7 
MPH (11.3 km/h).29 Variable costs of tractor operation included fuel, 
lubrication and repairs. 
Fuel 39¢/gal diesel (10.3¢/1); 7 gallhr (26.5 lIhr) $2.73/hr 
Lubrication3 • 
Oil change ($16/100 hrs) 
Oil filter ($6/100 hrs) 
Fuel filter ($5/500 hrs) 
Total lubrication ($23/100 hrs) 0.23 
Repairs (2.6% of $16,000 investment; $4.6/600 hrs) 0.69 
Total operating cost $3.65/hr 
Interest on Accounts Receivable 
If 30 days elapse on average between the sale of fertilizer and 
receipt of payment, interest costs per ton on accounts receivable are 
27 AAA Truck Service Inc., Lincoln, Nebraska. 
28Fuller,op. cit., pp. 82, 87. 
2"Saline Equipment, Inc., op. cit. 
3·Ibid. 
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equal to 1/12 the annual opportunity cost of working capital (9 per-
cent) times the retail value of fertilizer ($260 per ton or $286.60/t). 
Interest on Inventory 
Interest costs of holding fertilizer inventories vary with interest 
rate, size and value of inventory, and length of storage period. An 
annual interst rate of 9 percent was charged against the average in-
ventory holdings over the average period they were stored. The 
spring application (March-May) lasted seven weeks, the fall season 
(September) four weeks. Two weeks of storage were added to each 
season to allow for ordering and delivery delays. For plants operated 
at capacity output, storage facilities averaged two-thirds full during 
the March-May period, half full during September. Given a whole-
sale value of fertilizer inventory of $200 per ton ($220.46/t), and 
assuming inventories vary proportionately with sales volume, interest 
costs for each plant were $1.04 per ton ($1. 15/t). 
Insurance on Inventory 
Insurance on inventory cost 62.5¢ per $100 of annual fertilizer 
inventory valued at its wholesale cost of $200 per ton ($220.46/t). 
Average tonnage in inventory was computed as it was for interest on 
inventory costs. Cost per ton of fertilizer handled was 7.2¢ (7.9¢/t). 
Interest on Working Capital 
Working capital was required to meet the costs of the everyday 
business operation. The amount needed was assumed to be equivalent 
to the average monthly variable cost outpay plus a 10 percent reserve 
to allow for unexpected costs. For example, the small plant, with 
system 3 and a use density of 10 tons per square mile (3.5 tlkm 2 ), 
required an average working capital position of $23,021 and had 
resulting interest costs of $0.203 per ton ($0.224/t). 
Utilities 
Variable utility costs resulted from operation of electric motors 
powering the conveyor, blender and delivery auger or elevator. As-
suming the 15-HP motors operate at 85 percent efficiency, electric 
costs were 12¢ per ton (13 .2¢/t). 31 
RESULTS 
Cost findings are described separately for each major system 
component-blending plant, delivery service and product applica-
tion. Effects of each cost variable are treated separately. 
31 Lincoln Electric System, Lincoln, Nebraska. 
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Table I. Average fertilizer plant costs per ton and per metric ton, selected plant sizes 
and output, Nebraska, 1977. 
(:mt CClIt'g()I~ 
Plallt ~il.e ~Hld 
plant utili/.aliclt] ".''HIlaJl"' planl "'\lediullI" plant "Ltlge plant 
($/ton) ($it) ($/wn) ($it) ($/ton) ($it) 
Average variable cost $ 7.55 S.32 $ 7 .. ~5 8.32 $ 7.55 8.32 
A verage fixed cost 
1007< capacity 10.84 11.9.~ 9.60 10.58 S.78 9.68 
75% capacity 14.45 15.93 12.S0 14.11 1l.70 12.90 
507< capacity 21.68 23.90 19.21 12.18 17.55 19.35 
A verage total cost 
100% capacity 18.39 20.27 17.Ei IS.YO 16.33 IS.OO 
75'}{ capacity 22.00 24.25 20.35 22.43 19.25 21.22 
50% capacity 2Y.23 32.22 26.76 29.50 25.10 27.67 
Plant Costs 
Average plant costs per ton of fertilizer (Table 1) varied with plant 
size and level of plant utilization. Type of delivery and application 
system and density of fertilizer sales affect only costs of delivery or 
application, functions which will be considered later. 
Plant Volume 
Utilization of plant capacity was the most important determinant 
of plant costs. Average total costs for the medium size plant, for 
example, were $26.76 per ton ($29.50/t) for a plant operated at 50 
percent of capacity, but only $17.15 ($18.90/t) when the same plant 
produced at 100 percent capacity, a difference of $9.61 per ton 
($10.60/t). Average unit costs declined sharply with increased plant 
output because costs of buildings, plant equipment, and other fixed 
resources were spread over a larger volume of production. Account-
ing as they did for more than half of the average total plant costs for a 
fully utilized plant, fixed costs were critical in determining the unit 
costs of blending fertilizer. At 50 percent plant capacity average fixed 
costs made up nearly three-fourths of average total plants costs. 
Plant Size 
Economies of size were much less significant than economies of 
plant utilization. Average total costs for the large-size model plant 
operating at capacity output were $0.82 per ton ($0.90/t) less than 
costs for a medium-size plant and $2.06 ($2.27/t) less than for the 
small plant operated at capacity. Economies resulted entirely from 
lower average fixed costs for the larger plants, average variable costs 
being constant with output. 
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Delivery Costs 
Average costs per ton of delivering dry-bulk fertilizer from the 
blending plant to farms were affected, in this study, by size and vol-
ume of the blending plant, type of delivery system and density of 
product sales. System type did not influence costs. All other factors 
influenced costs through their effect on average travel distance; 
longer hauls resulted in higher variable operating costs and, in some 
instances, in greater fixed equipment requirements (Tables 2a, 2b 
and 2c). 
Plant Volume 
Increasing the volume handled with a given set of delivery equip-
ment affected average costs per ton of fertilizer delivery in two ways. 
First, average variable costs increased because it was assumed that 
increasing product volume was achieved by expanding the size of the 
delivery territory. Average variable delivery costs for the small-size 
plant (system I, effective use density 10) increased from $1.19 to 
$1.49 per ton ($1.31 to $1.64/t) as utilization of delivery equipment 
was increased from 50 percent to 100 percent of capacity; for a large-
size plant costs increased from $1.41 to $1.81 per ton ($1.55 to 
$2.00/t). 
Second, average fixed costs declined sharply with increasing plant 
volume as delivery equipment and other fixed resources were used 
more intensively. Average fixed costs for the small plant (system I, 
use density 7.5 tons per square mile, 2.63 tlkm 2) were $3.92 per ton 
($4.32/t) at 100 percent of plant capacity, but twice as high, $7.84 
($8.64/t) per ton, at a 50 percent utilization rate. The large plant 
(system I, 7.5 tons density) had average fixed costs of $3.63 per ton 
($4.00/t) at 100 percent utilization, $7.25 per ton ($7.99/t) at 50 per-
cent capacity. 
The net result was significantly lower average total delivery costs 
at higher levels of plant utilization. Average total costs for the small 
plant, system I, use density 7.5, declined from $9.15 to $5.57 per ton 
($10.09 to $6.14/t) when utilization was expanded from 50 to 100 
percent of plant capacity. Costs for the large plant declined from 
$8.82 to $5.65 per ton ($9.72 to $6.231t) as a result of an equivalent 
improvement in utilization. 
Plant Size 
Because larger plant size required larger trade territories with 
resulting longer average delivery distances, average variable delivery 
costs increased steadily with plant size. Although results in Table 2 
suggest an erratic relationship between average fixed costs and plant 
size, much of the variation was occasioned by varying degrees of 
equipment utilization. Increasing blending plant size resulted in need 
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Table 2a. Average variable fertilizer delivery costs per ton and per metric ton for selected plant sizes, output, application/delivery 
systems, and sales densities, Nebraska, 1977. 
Applicttlon! "Smair' pl.lI1t "~lcdium" pbHlt "Larg-e" pl<lnt 
delivCl \ ------------------- ----Effecti\"c dcn~it\ ----------------
~\ <.,i( . 'Tll d (toll" pC! "'q. mi.; I IOIl'=().4j t) 
i.:-) III 7.3 10 7.5 10 
Sholl Sit Sholl $/t $!tOIl Sit $lton $It $/ton $It $/[Oll Sit $/ton $/t $/t01l $It $/t(lIl $It 
Average Variable Delivery Costs------------IOO% Capacity 
I 1.92 2.12 1.65 1.82 1.49 1.64 2.14 2.36 1.83 2.02 1.64 1.81 2.38 2.62 2.02 2.23 1.81 2.00 
2 0.89 0.98 0.75 0.83 0.67 0.74 0.98 1.08 0.83 0.91 0.74 0.82 1.09 1.20 0.92 1.01 0.82 0.90 
3 1.05 1.16 0.91 1.00 0.83 0.91 1.15 1.27 0.99 1.09 0.90 0.99 1.27 1.40 1.09 1.20 0.98 1.08 
Average Variable Delivery Costs------------ 75% Capacity 
1.73 1.91 1.49 1.64 1.35 1.49 1.42 1.57 1.64 1.81 1.48 1.63 2.13 2.35 1.81 2.00 1.63 1.80 
2 0.80 0.88 0.68 0.75 0.61 0.67 0.92 1.0 I 0.78 0.86 0.70 0.77 1.03 1.14 0.87 0.96 0.77 0.85 
3 0.9.5 1.05 0.83 0.91 0.76 0.84 1.08 1.19 0.93 1.03 0.85 0.94 1.18 1.30 1.02 1.l2 0.92 1.01 
Average Variable Delivery Costs------------ 50% Capacity 
1.51 1.66 1.31 1.44 1.19 1.31 1.66 1.83 1.43 1.58 1.30 1.43 1.83 2.02 1.57 1.73 1.41 1.55 
2 0.70 0.77 0.60 0.66 0.55 0.61 0.77 0.85 0.66 0.73 0.59 0.65 0.85 0.94 0.72 0.79 0.65 0.72 
3 0.84 0.93 0.74 0.82 0.68 0.75 0.91 1.00 0.80 0.88 0.73 0.80 0.99 1.09 0.86 0.95 0.78 0.86 
,l~\ ... (cm 1---1--toll (~.f).')-I) II <It(OI-dr.!\\ 11 field "'plcadtT, ... el\'lced b\" 4-1011 n.6~~-t) IlU, .... c 11 utk ... ; ",..,{em ~~H-toll (i.:!O-IJ ttaCfol-dra\\1l ..,preader ... delivered to field b" %-iOIl pic kup [I ucb 
,llld ]('ruIlled 10 pl.llll fO] I etilling: ..,~ ... tem ;)-H-IOJl (i.~W-t) ... elf-pl opelled flO(;ltioJ) "'pl cade, , ... eniced hy oS-ton (7.26-t) Ilur"e tl u( k. .... 
Table 2b. Average fixed fertilizer delivery costs per ton and per metric ton for selected plant sizes, output, application/delivery systems, 
and sales densities, Nebraska, 1977. 
Appiiclfillil/ "~rll;llr pia III "~fcdiulll" pLilit "1.<11 gc" pl.llll 
deli\CI\ ---------------Ftf(:'( Ii, e dcll .... it\ --------------~- ------ --- --- --- -- -~~~----------- ----
... \~tcm,l (lOll..., per ~q. mi.; I ton=O.9! t) 
7 .. -' III 7.:-:> III 7.;) 10 
ShOll $It ShOll Sit $/[011 Sit $/(011 Sit S/tOIi $It ShOll Sir $/[011 Sir S/\oll Sit Sitoll SiT 
A verage Fixed Delivery Costs------------l00% Capacity 
:>.92 4.:,2 3.92 4.32 3.92 4.32 3.89 4.29 3.89 4.29 3.89 4.29 4.34 4.78 3.6:1 4.00 3.63 4.00 
2 0.71 0.78 0.71 0.78 0.71 0.78 0.98 1.08 0.9R 1.08 0.54 0.60 1.04 1.15 0.73 0.80 0.73 0.80 
3 3.15 3.47 3.15 3.47 3.15 3.74 3.49 3.85 3.49 3.85 2.36 2.60 3.47 3.83 2.62 2.89 2.62 2.89 
Average Fixed Delivery Costs------------ 75% Capacity 
I 5.22 5.75 5.22 5.75 ,;.22 c ~-,)./8 5.18 5.71 5.18 5.71 5.18 5.71 5.78 6.37 4.83 5.32 4.83 5.32 
2 0.95 1.05 0.95 1.05 0.95 1.05 1.30 1.43 1.30 1.43 0.71 0.78 1.39 1.53 0.98 1.0R 0.98 1.08 
3 4.19 4.62 4.19 4.62 4.19 4.62 4.66 5.14 4.66 5.14 3.15 3.47 4.62 5.09 3.49 3.85 :'.49 3.85 
i':) 
A verage Fixed Delivery Costs------------ 50% Capacity 0 
7.84 8.64 7.R4 R.64 7.84 8.64 7.77 8.56 7.77 8.56 7.77 8.56 R.67 9.56 7.25 7.99 7.25 7.99 
2 1.43 1.58 1.43 1.58 1.43 1..~8 1.95 2.15 1.95 2.15 1.07 1.18 2.08 2.29 1.47 1.62 1.47 1.62 
3 6.29 6.93 6.29 6.93 6.29 6.93 6.98 7.69 6.9R 7.69 4.72 5.20 6.94 7.65 5.24 5.78 5.24 5.78 
;IS~\ICIll I-I-lOll (>L6::;-I) IJ,H.!Ol-dld'\11 field "'plcadc] ... ~cniccd b~ l-iOll (:~.h:1-1) Illll,e (nab.; ... ~ ... tl'1ll 2-H-(oll (1.26-1) (tal 100-dL!\\1l "'pll'ad(:'r~ dcli\t'll'd 10 field In i'l-tOIi pH !...up lItH k.., 
,lIlei telurncd to pLlIlt for refilling; ..,~ '>lCt1l :)-H-\on {7.2fi-\l "elf-propelled flotation ~plcad(,l'" ... en iced b~ K-toll (t.:26-tl !lUI "c It lit k". 
Table 2c. Average total fertilizer delivery costs per ton and per metric ton for selected plant sizes, output, application/delivery systems, 
and sales densities, Nebraska, 1977. 
Appli(,llioll! "SIll,dl" plant ·'.\lcdillllJ" pLlIlt "l ,ll gc" pLlIl! 
deli\(']\ 
------Ellc( tj\l' dcn"it\ -- -----, -- ----~-
..",,[cm d (tOil'> PC] ... q. mi.; I t()Il=().~11 tj 
7.0 III i.:) 10 7 .~) Iii 
S!tOIl Sit $/toll $/J $!IOIl Sit Sholl SI! SIWll SI! S,'IOll Sit SI\()11 SI1 S.'!Otl S'1 S, lOll 51 
Average Total Delivery Costs------------l00% Capacity 
5.84 6.44 5.57 6.14 5.41 5.96 6.03 6.65 5.7'2 6.31 5.5:-\ 6.10 6.7'2 7.41 5.65 6.'23 5.44 6.00 
'2 1.60 1.76 1.46 1.61 1.:,8 1.5'2 1.96 2.16 1.81 '2.00 1.'28 1.41 '2.13 '2.35 1.65 1.82 1.5,; 1.71 
3 4.20 4.63 4.06 4.48 3.98 4.39 4.64 5.11 4.48 4.94 3.'26 :1.59 4.74 5.'2'2 :'.71 4.09 :-1.60 :-1.97 
Average Total Delivery Costs------------ 75% Capacity 
6.95 7.66 6.77 7.46 6 -~ .;), 7.24 6.60 7.'2H 6.H'2 7.52 6.66 7.34 7.91 8.7'2 6.64 7.3'2 6.46 7.1'2 
'2 1.57 1.93 1.63 1.80 1.56 1.7'2 2.'2'2 '2.45 '2.08 '2.'29 1.41 1.55 '2.4'2 '2.67 I.H5 '2.<n 1.75 1.91 
3 5.14 5.66 5'<)'2 5.53 4.95 5.46 5.74 6.33 5.59 6.16 4.00 4.41 5.80 6.39 4.51 4.97 4.41 4.86 
Average Total Delivery Costs------------ 50% Capacity 
IX: 9.35 10.31 9.15 10.09 9.O3 9.9,; 9.43 10.39 9.'20 10.14 9.07 10.00 10.50 11.57 8.8'2 9.7'2 8.66 9.55 
2 '2.13 2.35 '2.0:1 2.'24 1.98 2.18 2.7'2 :1.00 2.61 '2.8H 1.66 1.83 '2.9:l :-1.2:, 2.19 '2.41 2.1 '2 2.:-14 
3 7.13 7.H6 7.03 7.75 6.97 7.68 7.89 8.70 7.78 8.5H 5.45 6.01 7.93 8.74 6.10 6.7'2 6.02 6.64 
.1.'-., ... (elll 1~-t-uHl t:Ui3-IJ 11'(\( (ot-dl d\\ 11 field .... plC,ld(·1<., "('1 ,i( ed 1)\ -l--tOJl (:U-U-tl Illlr..,e 11 Ul k,,; "'~"'[(,lll :i-X-toll (7.:26-1) (\ ,It 10) -dl ;t\\ 11 "'Pll'd<iC]'" dcit\(') cd II) twld 1)\ 11-(()1l \ll( kllp (11H k. .... 
and ]t'tllrtll'd t() pLlnt lot ,dilling: "",,(em ::i-X-lOll (7.:26-1) "clf-plOpt'lJed Iloldtioll "'pn'dde] ~ ..,('1 \ i(l'c\ \" X-tOll 1/.:!t;·!) llUI,>{' It lH J.,. .... 
for additional delivery equipment, equipment available only in finite 
sizes. Since increased volume was met by adding additional identical 
units of delivery equipment, average fixed costs increased with plant 
size as each additional truck had to travel further to deliver a given 
volume of fertilizer, resulting in a declining level of equipment utili-
zation. Average total delivery costs were therefore an increasing 
function of plant size. 
System Type 
Delivery system 2, pickup trucks used to tow 8-ton (7.26-1) tractor-
drawn field spreaders, proved to be the most efficient. Average vari-
able costs for system 2 were only slightly lower than those for system 
3-8-ton nurse trucks used to supply 8-ton flotation spreaders-but 
less than half the level of average variable costs for system 1-4-ton 
(3.63-t) nurse trucks used to supply 4-ton tractor-drawn spreaders. 
Average variable costs for a fully-utilized system 2 ranged from $0.67 
pe ton ($074/t) for a small plant, use density 10 to $l.09 per ton 
($1.201t) for a large plant, use density 5. A fully-utilized system I had 
average variable costs, by contrast, ranging from $1.49 per ton ($1.64/1) 
for the small plant (density 10) to $2.38 per ton ($2.621t) for the large 
plan t (density 5). 
The major advantage of system 2, however, stemmed from its 
lower fixed costs. The field spreader doubled as a container for 
transporting fertilizer to the field; fixed costs associated with pickup 
trucks used to pull the spreaders were much lower than those for 
nurse trucks employed in the other two systems. The advantage of 
system 2 over systems 1 and 3 was greatest for under utilized plants 
and at lower sales densities. Lower densities resulted, in some in-
stances, in the need for additional transport equipment. The advan-
tage of having relatively low fixed costs was particularly pronounced 
when fixed resources were underutilized. 
Average total delivery costs were lowest for system 2 and highest 
for system 1, across all plant sizes, volumes and use densities. The 
range was from $l.28 per ton ($1.411t) for a system 2, medium-size 
plant, at 100 percent utilization and use density of 10 to $10.50 per 
ton ($1 1. 57/t) for a system 1, large-size plant, at 50 percent utilization 
and use density of 5. 
Density 
Because of greater average driving distances, average variable 
costs were highest for larger plants with lower levels of density. Aver-
age fixed costs also tended to be lower at higher densities because 
reduced driving distances resulted in reduced equipment require-
ments and investment costs. 
Density had the greatest effect on system 1 since this system had 
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both the highest variable and fixed delivery costs. Density changes 
impacted more heavily on costs of larger plants than of smaller ones 
since the larger ones served larger territories with resulting greater 
travel distances. Average variable delivery costs for the large model 
plant, system 1, 100 percent utilization, ranged from $1.81 per ton 
($2.001t) for a use density of 10 to $2.38 per ton ($2.621t) for a use 
density of 5. Variable costs for the small model plant and system 2, by 
contrast, ranged from $0.67 per ton ($0.741t) for a use density of 10 to 
$0.89 ($0.981t) for a use density of 5. 
Average fixed delivery costs varied discontinuously with density, 
changing only when a reduction in density was sufficient to require 
addition of another delivery vehicle. For example, averaged fixed 
delivery costs were $0.71 per ton ($0.78/t), for all densities consid-
ered, for a small-size system 2 at 100 percent of capacity. On the other 
hand, increasing density from 5 to 7.5 tons per square mile (1.75 to 
2.63 tlkm 2 ) reduced average fixed costs from $2.08 to $1.47 per ton 
($2.29 to $ 1. 62/t) for a large-size system 2 at 50 percent of capacity. 
Average total delivery costs decreased with increasing density. In-
creasing density from 5 to 10 tons per square mile (1.75 to 3.5 t/km2 ) 
reduced costs by $1.84 per ton ($2.031t) for a large system 1 at 50 
percent capacity. By contrast, the same increase in density brought a 
cost reduction of only 15 cents per ton (17 ¢It) for a small-size system 2 
at 50 percent utilization. 
Application Costs 
Average unit costs of field application varied with size and volume 
of the fertilizer plant and type of delivery/application system Cfable 
3). Sales density was of no consequence as the costs of getting the 
spreaders from the plant to the farm and back again were included in 
the delivery operation. 
Plant Volume 
Average variable costs were not affected by plant volume. Average 
fixed costs declined rapidly, however, with increasing plant volume as 
fixed equipment was used more intensively. Savings from increasing 
plant volume were greatest for application systems 2 and 3 since they 
were more capital intensive than system 1. Averaged fixed costs for 
system 1 ranged from $1.97 per ton ($2.17/t) for a large plant at 100 
percent capacity to $4.23 per ton ($4.661t) for small- and medium-size 
plants at 50 percent utilization. For system 2 the range was wider, 
$2.37 per ton ($2.611t) for a medium plant at 100 percent capacity, 
$7.12 ($7.851t) for a large plant at 50 percent. 
. Since average variable costs were constant, average total costs de-
clmed with plant volume by the same amounts as did average fixed 
costs. Savings from capacity utilization as compared with the 50 per-
Table 3. Average fertilizer application costs per ton and and per metric ton, selected 
plant sizes, output and application/delivery systems, Nebraska, 1977. 
Applil<lti()111 "Smalr' plant "\ledium" plant "LlIg-e " plant 
deliHT\ "'\~It'llla ($hon) (Sit) ($/tOll) ($Ii) ($/tOIl) (S/I) 
Average Variable Cost 
2.34 2.58 2.34 2.58 2.34 2.58 
2 2.34 2.58 2.34 2.58 2.34 258 
3 1.11 1.22 1.12 1.23 1.11 1.22 
Average Fixed Costs - 100% Utilization 
1 2.11 2.33 2.11 2.33 1.97 2.17 
2 2.96 3.26 2.78 3.06 2.92 3.22 
3 3.16 3.48 2.37 2.61 3.56 3.92 
Average Fixed Costs - 75% Utilization 
2.82 3.11 2.82 3.11 2.63 2.90 
2 3.95 4.35 3.71 4.09 3.89 4.29 
3 4.22 4.65 3.16 3.48 4.75 5.24 
A verage Fixed Costs - 50% Utilization 
4.23 4.66 4.23 4.66 ;,,94 4.34 
2 5.93 6.54 5.56 6.13 5.84 6.44 
3 6.33 6.98 4.75 5.24 7.12 7.85 
Average Total Costs - 100% Utilization 
4.45 4.91 4.45 4.91 4.31 4.75 
2 5.30 5.84 5.12 5.64 5.26 5.80 
3 4.27 4.71 3.49 3.85 4.67 5.15 
Average Total Costs - 75% Utilization 
.~.16 5.69 5.16 5.69 4.97 5.48 
2 6.29 6.93 6.05 6.67 6.23 6.87 
3 5.33 5.88 4.28 4.72 5.86 6.46 
A verage Total Costs - 50% Utilization 
6.57 7.24 6.57 7.24 6.28 6.92 
2 8.27 9.12 7.90 8.71 8.18 9.02 
3 7.44 8.20 5.87 6.47 8.23 9.07 
dS~ .... [em 1-1-[o[} (:U,:)-I) 11;1( [OI-<ir,1\\ tl field "'pl e,tder\ \Cl \ iced In -i-lOll n.6:~-I) IWI ",c II lick .... ; ... V .... [CIll ~-H-t()11 
(i.:!6-1) (1 ;!Chll-dl ;\Wll .... preadcl ... delivered to field In .III_toll pit kup [111{ k ... and I('tlllllt'd 10 plant 1'01 refIlling: ..,~ ,>[elll 
:1-"'-loll (i.:!6-t) ... elf-plopdlcd iloutioll "pleader", ..,c! \ i«_'d b~ H-IOll (7.:?6-t) Illll ... e (Iud ..... 
cent rate ranged from $1.97 to $3.56 per ton ($2.17 to $3.921t). 
Plant Size 
Average variable costs were constant with plant size since all plant 
sizes utilized the same technology; larger plants used more 
applicators, not larger ones. The medium and large plants had 
slightly lower average fixed costs than did the small plant, but only 
because application equipment was underutilized at capacity output 
for the small blending plant. Within the range of output considered in 
this study there were no economies of size in application of fertilizer. 
System Type 
Application system 3 had the lowest variable costs; system 3 vari-
able costs for the small and large plants were $1.23 per ton ($1.36/t; 
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below those for each of the other two systems. Systems 1 and 2 had 
identical average variable costs in spite of differences in spreader size; 
their application rates were the same and differences in towing costs 
negligible. System 1 had the lowest average fixed costs. A higher 
utilization rate for the 4-ton (3.63-t) spreaders made their fixed costs 
per unit lower than those for the higher-cost 8-ton (7.26-t) spreaders. 
Systems 1 and 3 generally had lower average total costs than did 
system 2. Sometimes system 1 was most economical, sometimes system 
3, depending on the extent to which fixed resources were utilized for 
any given plant size and volume. System 1 tended to have a cost 
advantage over system 3 at lower levels of plant utilization because of 
the higher capital/output ratio of the latter option, while the cost 
advantage of system 3 over system 2 decreased because of the latter's 
relatively higher fixed costs. 
Total System Costs 
A verage total costs of fertilizer blending, delivery and application 
were added together to gain a broader perspective of the overall cost 
picture, and the way costs were affected by each of the variables under 
analysis. A summary of the findings appears in Tables 4a, 4b and 4c. 
Plant Volume 
Average fixed costs accounted for from 53 to 64 percent of aver-
age total costs at capacity plant output, making utilization of plant 
capacity the most important of the cost factors. Cost savings of from 
$12.23 to $17.01 per ton ($13.48 to $18.75ft) were realized from 
increasing output from 50 to 100 percent of plant capacity. Figure 2 
illustrates the effects of varying plant utilization (and size) on average 
total system costs for system 1. Cost-volume relationships from sys-
tems 2 and 3 are similar and therefore not graphed. 
Plant Size 
Size of the overall operation did not affect average costs as much 
nor as consistently as did short-run plant volume (Figure 2). Average 
total costs for a fully-utilized small plant ranged from $1.04 to $2.68 
per ton ($1.15 to $2.95ft) above those of a medium-size plant, $1.12 to 
$2.17 ($1.23 to $2.39ft) above those of a large plant. In two instances 
costs for the large plant were higher than those for the medium-size 
one, the reason being underutilized fixed delivery and application 
resources. The average cost advantage of the large plant over that of 
the small one, across all levels of utilization, was $2.74 per ton 
($3.02/t) or 12.4 percent. 
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Table 4a. Average variable costs per ton and per metric ton of fertilizer; plant, delivery and application operations; selected plant sizes 
and output; sales densities and application/delivery systems; Nebraska, 1977. 
;-\ppiicaliolll "Small" plant "Medium" plallt "Large" plant 
dcli\cl \ -------------~------------------------- ------------------------------- ------ --------- -----------------Ef ret I i\ e dell ~iTY - ---------------------------------
..,\",rem:\ (ton.., pel ... q. mi.: I \011=0.91 1) 
7.;) 10 7.S 10 7.j 10 
$/ron $11 $/lotl $It Siron $/t .$holl $/t $/1011 $It $/tOIl $/t S/tOIl $/t $!ton Sit ShOll Sit 
Average Variable Costs------------l00% Capacity 
I 11.81 13.02 11.54 12.72 11.38 12.54 12.04 13.27 11.72 12.92 11.53 12.71 12.28 13.54 11.92 13.14 11.70 12.90 
2 10.77 11.87 10.65 11.74 10.57 11.65 10.88 11.99 10.73 11.83 10.64 11.73 10.99 12.11 10.82 11.93 10.72 11.82 
3 9.72 10.71 9.58 10.56 9.49 10.46 9.89 10.90 9.73 10.73 9.6:) 10.62 9.94 10.96 9.76 10.76 9.65 10.64 
Average Variable Costs------------ 75% Capacity 
I 11.63 12.82 11.39 12.56 11.25 12.40 11.82 13.03 11.54 12.72 11.38 12.54 12.03 13.26 11.71 12.91 11.53 12.71 
2 10.70 11.79 10.58 11.66 10.51 11.59 10.82 11.93 10.68 11.77 10.60 11.68 10.93 12.05 10.77 11.87 10.67 11.76 
3 9.62 10.60 9.50 10.47 9.43 10.39 9.82 10.82 9.67 10.66 9.59 10.57 9.85 10.86 9.69 10.68 9.59 10.57 
~ 
Average Variable Costs----------- 50% Capacity Ol 
I 11.41 12.58 11.21 12.36 11.09 12.22 11.56 12.74 11.33 12.49 11.20 12.35 11.73 12.93 11.47 12.64 11.31 12.47 
2 10.60 11.68 10.50 11.57 10.45 11.52 10.67 11.76 10.56 11.64 10.49 11.56 10.75 11.85 10.62 11.71 10.55 11.63 
3 9.51 10.48 9.41 10.37 9.35 10.31 9.65 10.64 9.54 10.52 9.47 10.44 9.66 10.65 9.53 10.51 9.45 10.42 
<l~~ "relll i--4-toll CU'l:1-t) tI ,lnor-(h awn field "'pn."lder'l ~crvicect h) 4-toll (:~.6:1-t) nUl ,>c trucb; ~) ..,rem 2-H-tol1 (7.20-1) tt <l((Ol-C!J;1\\ II "'pl cadet .... ciciiH'l cd to field b) :y",-IOtl pickup (I'll( 1..'1 
and returncd to pldlll to) lcfiHillg; ") ~tern :~-H-I()n (7 .26-t) ,>clt-propelled notal ion '>prcadcl'> '>en iced h) H-toll (7.:!6-t) !lUl >.;t:' I ru( b. 
Table 4b. Average fixed costs per ton and per metric ton of fertilizer; plant, delivery and application operations; selected plant size and 
output; sales densities and application/delivery systems; Nebraska, 1977. 
Appli(ation/ "Small" planr "Medium" plant "Luge" pj,1Il1 
deli\'cn ------------------ - ----~~-------------------- ------ ------ ------------------- ---------------------------Ef feel ive (leI I" i t ~ ----------------------- -------------------- ----------
.,'''tem Cl (toll" PC] .... q. mi.: 1 lon=0.91 t) 
I.t) III 7.,) III 7.3 IIJ 
$/tOll Sit $/(Oll $/t $/\011 Sit $iton $It $Ii(m $/t $/\011 $It Sholl Sit $/(011 Sit $11011 $/t 
Average Fixed Costs------------lOO% Capacity 
16.87 18.60 16.87 18.60 16.87 18.60 15.60 17.20 15.60 17.20 15.60 17.20 15.09 16.63 14.38 15.R5 14.38 15.85 
2 14.51 15.99 14.51 15.99 14.51 15.99 13.36 14.73 13.36 14.73 12.92 14.24 12.74 14.04 12.43 13.70 12.43 13.70 
3 17.15 18.90 17.15 18.90 17.15 IR.90 15.46 17.04 15.46 17.04 14.33 15.RO 15.81 17.43 14.96 16.49 14.96 16.49 
Average Fixed Costs------------ 75% Capacity 
I 22.49 24.79 22.49 24.79 22.49 24.79 20.80 22.93 20.80 22.93 20.80 22.93 20.11 22.17 19.16 21.12 19.16 21.12 
2 19.35 21.33 19.35 21.33 19.35 21.33 17.RI 19.63 17.81 19.63 17.22 18.98 16.98 18.72 16.57 18.27 16.57 18.27 
3 22.86 25.20 22.86 25.20 22.86 25.20 20.62 22.73 20.62 22.73 20.62 22.73 21.07 23.23 19.94 21.9R 19.94 21.98 
Average Fixed Costs------------ 50% Capacity 
~ I 33.75 37.20 33.75 37.20 33.75 37.20 31.21 34.40 31.21 34.40 31.21 34.40 30.16 33.25 28.74 31.68 28.74 31.6R 
-:r 
2 29.04 32.01 29.04 32.01 29.04 32.01 26.72 29.45 26.72 29.45 25.84 28.48 25.47 28.08 24.86 27.40 24.86 27.40 
3 34.30 37.81 34.30 37.81 34.30 37.81 30.94 34.11 30.94 34.11 28.68 31.61 31.61 34.84 29.91 32.97 29.91 32.97 
aSy:-. tem 1-4-\011 CU)~1-1) tractor-drawn field spleader<; .... eniced b,\ 4-ton C~.6:~-I) IlUI .... e trucb: ..,~'>tcm 2-H-toll (7.26-1) tl~\(_t()r-dla\\"n "'ple,tder" ddin'red to fidd by %-tOll pickup truck ... 
and lctUined to plant fOJ ]cfilling-: .... ) ... tem :l-H-toTl (7.26-r) self-propelled flotatioll ~pread(T'" ... el\iced h~ H-ron (7.26-t) Ilur:-.e tltJCk. .... 
0,:; 
ex; 
Table 4c. Average total costs per ton and per metric ton of fertilizer; plant, delivery and application operations; selected plant size and 
output; sales densities and application/delivery systems; Nebraska, 1977 . 
. \pph(,lliclIl! "~m~dl" pLltlt "\fedium"' pLllil "1.dl,!!,C" pLlIlt 
deliH'I\ -------------------------------.- ----------t fll'{ tne d(,I1\II\ ----------
-., "'[CIll" ({()Il" IH'1 ... q. mi.; I (oll=O.91 t) 
7.:1 III 7.:1 10 7.,1 10 
Silo]) Sit Sholl S/! S/[Oll Sit Sholl Sit Sholl SII ShOll Sit Sir Oil $,! S,tOll S/! S/roll Sit 
Average Total Costs------------l00% Capacity 
28,68 :11.61 28.41 31,32 28,2:, :11.14 27,64 30.47 27,32 30.12 27,13 29.91 27,:17 3(}' 17 26.30 28,99 26,08 28,75 
2 25,28 27.87 25,16 27,73 2S,08 27,6:, 24,24 26.72 24,09 26.55 23,56 25,97 23,73 26, I 6 23.25 25,63 23.15 25.52 
3 26,87 29,62 26.73 2~J,46 26,64 29,37 25,35 27.94 25,19 27.77 23,96 26.41 25,75 28,38 24.72 27,25 24,(j I 27.13 
Average Total Costs------------ 75% Capacity 
34,12 37,61 33,88 3U5 33,74 37,19 32.62 35,96 32,34 35.65 32,18 35.47 32.14 35.43 30.87 34,03 30,69 33,83 
2 30.0:, 3:3,12 29,93 32,99 29,86 32,92 28,63 31.56 28.49 31.40 27.82 30,67 27.91 3()' 77 27,34 3(U4 27,24 3(l03 
3 32.48 35,80 :12.36 35,67 32,29 35,59 30.44 33.55 30,29 33.39 30,2 I 33.30 30.92 34,t)8 29,63 32,66 2~l5:l 32,55 
A verage Total Costs------------ 50% Capacity 
45,16 49.78 44,96 49,56 44.84 49.43 42,77 47,15 4254 46,89 42.41 46.75 41.89 46,IH 40,21 44,32 40.05 44. I 5 
2 :19.64 43,70 39.54 4:>.59 39.49 43,53 37.39 41.22 :)7,28 41.09 36.33 40,()5 36.22 39,93 35.48 39. I I 35.41 39,()3 
3 43.81 48,29 43.7 I 48.18 4,1,65 40.59 44.74 4().48 44,62 38,15 42,()5 41.27 45.49 39.44 43.48 39,36 43,39 
<l.'"..,tt'1ll I-I-lOll (.'Lf>:)-I) Itdl(Ol-dtd\\1l field "'ptc,HI"l.., .... eniece! In -l--[Oll CUi>;-t) llUl'>e rrwk,,; .." ... (em :!-~-[()Il (i.:!6-r) 1],IC!()J-dr;l\Ul\pICdde,\ dcll\'{TCd to fidd In h-toll pickup [lUCk-. 
,mel I {'[Il! tied to pLIIl[ jO] IcJillillg; \'\(Clll :)-H-!o!l (/.:!(i-lj ... c!f-p]()pcllcd notatioll ~pl{'<ldt'l ~ ~{,l\ic{'d 1>\ K-[o]] (7.~6-t) Jllll~l' 'nah. 
"small" size 
"medium" size "large" size 
1000 2000 3000 4000 
Plant Output (tons/year) 
Figure 2. Average total costs by level of plant utilization and plant size, density 
constant at 7.5 ton/mi' (2.63 t/km 2), system 3, Nebraska, 1977. 
System Type 
System 2 had significantly lower average total costs than did the 
other two systems for all plant sizes, volumes and use densities (Figure 
3). The cost advantage of system 2 over 3 ranged from $0.40 to $5.05 
per ton ($0.44 to $5.57/t) and averaged $2.47 per ton ($2.72/t). Sys-
tem 2 had costs offrom $1.40 to $6.08 per ton ($1.54 to $6. 70ft) lower 
than those for system 1. System 2 had an average advantage of 12 
percent or $4.09 per ton ($4.51/t) over the highest cost alternative, 
system 1. Lower fixed costs for the pick-up trucks and spreaders were 
the major source of economies for system 2. System 3 had the lowest 
variables costs, owing to the higher operating efficiency of the nota-
tion units. 
Density 
Density of fertilizer sales had a relatively minor effect on average 
total costs of the total system (Figure 4). On average, costs were 2.5 
percent or 79 cents per ton (87 cents/t) higher at a density of 5 as 
compared with 10 tons per square mile (1.75 - 3.5t!km2 ). Although 
the difference stemmed largely from higher variable delivery costs at 
lower densities, fixed costs were sometimes higher as well because of 
increased equipment requirements. 
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Figure 3. Average total costs at capacity output, by plant size and application/de-
livery system, 7.5 ton/mF (2.630/km2), density, Nebrasaka, 1977. (The 
scale relationship implied by each of the curves is represented with a 
dashed line since costs were estimaed for only three plant sizes. Actual 
values for other sizes would be affected by the extent to which plant, 
delivery and application equipment is fully utilized at "plant capacity.") 
distance was greatest and for lower levels of plant volume where fixed 
resources were badly underutilized. 
IMPLICATIONS 
Utilization of fixed capacity of the blending plant and associated 
delivery and application subsystems had a far greater effect on aver-
age costs of fertilizer distribution than did any of the other variables. 
In the short run it is critical that existing facilities be employed to the 
fullest extent possible. In the long run, when plant construction or 
expansion decisions are made, the potential sales volume of the pro-
spective facilities is the key factor in choice of plant size. Larger 
blending plants were somewhat more efficient than smaller ones, but 
only when operated at high levels of capacity. It is important that 
delivery and application equipment investment be meshed with 
blending plant capacity to avoid over capacity in each of the subsys-
tems. An excessive number of delivery or application units caused 
average costs to rise sharply. The effect of size of these units on 
average costs was not investigated; there may be further opportunities 
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Figure 4. Average total costs at capacity output, by plant size and sales density, 
system 2. (The scale relationship implied by each of the curves is repre-
sented with a dashed line since costs were estimated for only three plant 
sizes. Actual values for other sizes would be affected by the extent to 
which plant, delivery and application equipment is fully utilized at "plant 
capacity.") 
Type of delivery and application system was an important cost 
variable, but was less critical than the way the system was operated. 
Any of the three systems studied was feasible when operated effi-
ciently. Various elements of the system might be combined advan-
tageously. Various sizes of spreaders and nurse trucks could be mixed 
to minimize excess capacity. Farmers might be offered a discount, 
reflecting costs of delivery, to encourage them to pick up their fer-
tilizer at the plant if purchase of additional delivery equipment to 
meet their needs would result in underutilization of facilities. 
Density of fertilizer sales was not a factor of major importance. 
Delivery costs were lower at higher densities, but not sufficiently so to 
discourage expansion of sales via an expanded sales territory since 
such expansions resulted in improved facility utilization. However, 
expanding plant volume by gaining additional local customers (in-
c~'easing density) was clearly less costly than expanding trade territory 
sIze. 
Excess plant capacity does not appear to be a serious problem in 
Nebraska. Results of a recent study suggest that the number of plants 
is likely to remain fairly stable. 32 Although most fertilizer is delivered 
"Berglund and Anderson, op. cit. 
31 
to retail plants by rail, continued rail service is probably not essential 
to the viability of the plants. Dry-bulk fertilizer can be moved by rail to 
large warehouses in multiple-car lots and from there to blend plants 
by truck at a lower cost than by rail direct to plants in single-car lots. 
Costs of delivering the product to farms accounted for a relatively 
high proportion of total retailing costs. Delivery costs increased with 
distance, a factor that precludes consolidation of plants into a larger 
operation capable of accommodating multiple-car rail shipments. 
Fertilizer consumption patterns in the future may have important 
implications for dry-bulk fertilizer retailing activities. While sales of 
dry-bulk materials have tended to decline relative to total fertilizer 
sales in Nebraska, total consumption has increased even faster. If 
rising energy prices increase fertilizer prices enough to lower applica-
tion rates significantly, the relatively high fixed costs of fertilizer re-
tailing could result in a reduction, in the long run, in plant numbers. 
The optimal type of delivery system may be affected in the future 
by trends in farm size. Larger farms would tend to make larger de-
liveries more economical. Flotation spreaders are more feasible when 
operated in larger fields. Findings of the present study indicate, how-
ever, that system type, while important, is not as important as is the 
manner in which the system is operated. 
Price inflation has resulted in substantial increases in cost levels 
since 1977. Costs of delivery and application have probably increased 
the most owing to sharply higher fuel prices. Average total costs in 
1980 would be slightly more sensitive to variations in sales density and 
relatively less sensitive to the plant size and volume variables. Since 
costs of delivery and application would be somewhat higher relative to 
plant costs, flotation units (system 3) might be relatively more attrac-
tive than previously since this system has lower variable application 
costs than the two alternatives. On the other hand, interest rates have 
also increased dramatically since 1977. The major disadvantage of the 
flotation system in 1977 was its relatively high fixed (investment) costs 
and the need to achieve high levels of equipment utilization. 
While these and other unforeseen changes may force future ad-
justments in dry-bulk fertilizer retailing methods, the kinds of ad-
justments suggested by the foregoing cost evidence appear to be logi-
cal. Attention to plant utilization, size, type of delivery/application 
techniques and use density can yield lower average costs. The result, 
given competitive pressures, should be lower fertilizer costs to farm-

















Appendix Table 1. Fertilizer consumption by class and material, Nebraska, selected years, 1954-1978. 
Ye,]l 
tCltili/l'1 (I;)"" I ~I :-)"1 1963 ]Q7O I Q7:Z 197--l 
Dry-bulk 
Dry direct application 
Materials plus dry 
Mixtures (tons) 159,774 270, I 09 475,900 5:l9,711 577,881 
(t) 144,945 245,0:l9 4:l1,729 489,618 524,245 
('7r of total) 80.2 46.3 38.5 39.5 39.0 
Fluid direct application 
.\faterials (tOilS) 39,252 284,895 659,400 704,100 782,100 
(t) 35,609 258.452 598,198 638,749 709,509 
('7r of total) 19.7 48.9 53.3 51.6 52.8 
Fluid mix turn (tons) 90 28,190 101,000 121,000 119,900 
(I) 82 25,574 91,626 109,769 108,771 
('7r of total) 0.1 4.8 8.2 8.9 8.1 
Total material (tOilS) 199,116 583,194 1,236,300 1,364,811 1,479,881 
(t)a 180,635 E;29,065 1,121,552 1,238,136 1,342,525 
('7c of total) 100 100 100 100 100 
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Appendix Table 2. Total investment costs, by item, selected plant sizes, application/delivery systemsa and sales densities, Nebraska, 1977. 
"Small" plant ":\lediuIll" plant "Larg-e" plant 
Effective Dcnsil\ -------- -----------------
(tOil ... pCI' ~lj. mi.; 1 ron = (Ull t) 
Item 7.S 10 5 7.3 10 7.S III 
Plant 
Land $2112 $2112 $2112 $2112 $2112 $2112 $2112 $2112 $2112 
Office bldg. 2387 2387 2387 3182 3182 3182 4244 4244 4244 
Office equip. 400 400 400 533 533 533 711 711 711 
Plant bldg. 47,000 47,000 47,000 55,500 55,500 55,500 72,500 72,500 72,500 
Blender 10,250 10,250 10,250 10,250 10,250 10,250 10,250 10,250 10,250 
Belt conveyor 9100 9100 9100 9450 9450 9450 10,700 10,700 10,700 
Skidloader 8100 8100 8100 8100 8100 8100 8100 8100 8100 




Nurse trucks 40,500 40,500 40,500 54,000 54,000 54,000 81,000 67,500 67,500 
Pickup truck 1269 1269 1269 1269 1269 1269 1269 1269 1269 
Total 41,769 41,769 41,769 55,269 55,269 55,269 82,269 68,769 68,769 
System 2 
Pickup trucks 2538 2538 2538 3807 3807 2538 5076 3807 3807 
Svstem 3 
l\.w·se trucks 32,580 32,580 32,580 48,870 48,870 32,580 65,160 48,870 48,870 
Pickup truck 1269 1269 1269 1269 1269 1269 1269 1269 1269 
Total 33,849 33,849 33,849 50,139 50,139 33,849 66,429 50,139 50,139 
':...N 
v' 
Appendix Table 2. Total investment costs, by item, selected plant sizes, application/delivery systems" and sales densities, Nebraska, 1977 
(Continued). 
"~Illdll" pl-Illt "l\ICdllllll" pblll "Lll gc" pLlllt 
EI ret (i\ e Dcn",j{\ 
(ton, per ... q. mi.: I lOll = O.q] () 
IteIll 7 .. 1 111 7.:) III 7.:1 10 
Application 
System I 
Spreaders 12.225 12.225 12.225 16.300 16.300 16.300 20.375 20.375 20.375 
Farm tractors 10.154 10.154 10.154 13.538 13.538 13.538 16.923 16.923 16.923 
Total 22.379 22.379 22.379 29.838 29.838 29.838 37.298 37.298 37.298 
System 2 
Spreaders 1'7.600 17.600 17.600 22.000 22.000 22.000 30.800 30.800 30.800 
Fann tractors 13.538 13,5:18 13.:;38 16.923 16.923 16.923 23.692 23.692 23.692 
Total 31.138 31.138 31.138 38.923 38.923 38.923 54,492 54.492 54,492 
System 3 
Flotation spreader 35.000 35.000 35.000 35.000 35.000 35.000 70.000 70.000 70.000 
Total 
System I 143,497 143.497 143,497 174.234 174.234 174.234 228.184 214.684 214.684 
System 2 113.025 113.025 113.025 131.857 131.857 130.588 168.185 166.916 166.916 
System 3 148.198 148.198 148.198 174.266 174.266 157.976 245.046 228.756 228.756 
;(~~<"[l'1ll !--I--(Oll C1.6:~-t) tr.l(lOl-drd\\1l held "'plc<ldn.., ",cl\iccd])\ -l-tOtl (:~.fd-I) lIur..,c trll(k..,; ..,\'>(('111 2-H-trJl1 (7.:?6-1) Il,lt\Ol-drdwn,"'pre,ldcl:-' deli\C1cd to field b\ +~-t{)11 pick.lIp Illl( k-, 
and 1 CllllllCd to pl'lI11 tOI rdilling; "'~"'(Clll :~-H-t()1l ('i.26-1) ... elf-ptopclled lloldtioll "'pl cadet.., "'('1 \ iu-"d b~ H-(oll (/.:!t)-I) IlUI..,e tlmb. 
Appendix Table 3. Expected economic life and salvage value of depreciable assets, 
dry bulk fertilizer plants, Nebraska 1977. 
It(,1Il 
Pia III and office buildings 
Office equipment 
Skid-steer loader and tractors 
Blender, nurse trucks, pickup trucks, 
tractor-drawn spreaders 
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Appendix Table 4. Total annual fixed plant costs by item, selected sizes and sales 
densities, Nebraska, 1977. 
Itelll "Smal]" pLt1l1 "~kdium" plant "Large" plant 
Depreciation: 
Office building $119 $159 $212 
Office equipment 24 32 43 
Plant building 2350 2775 3625 
Blender 1318 1318 1318 
Belt convevor 1638 1701 1926 
Skid loader 729 729 729 
Subtotal 6178 6714 7853 
Interest on investment 3791 4233 5117 
Properly tax 958 1070 1293 
Maintenance and repair 3862 4351 5325 
Office overhead 226 254 283 
Secretarial labor 2288 3054 4073 
Managcrnellt 3300 5140 6853 
Licensing 20 20 20 
Insurance 250 281 342 
Plant labor 2541 2541 2541 
Total $23,414 $27,658 $33,700 
Per tona $10.84 $ 9.60 $ 8.78 
per ta $11.95 $10.58 $ 9.68 
;l( :;lP,1{ i(~ Olllplit. 
36 
Appendix Table 5. Total annual fixed delivery costs by item, selected plant sizes, application/delivery systemsa and sales densities, 
Nebraska 1977. 
"SmaJr' plant ":\1edium" plant "LargC''' plant 
Eff('( t ivt' Densit\ ----------------------- -------------------------------------. 
(tons pCI' sq. mi.: I ton ~ 0.91 t) 
Item 75 lO 7.5 10 7.5 10 
Depreciation: System 1 
Nurse trucks $5207 $5207 $5207 $6943 $6943 $6943 $10,414 $8679 $8679 
Pick up trucks 163 163 163 163 163 163 163 163 163 
Subtotal 5370 5370 5370 7106 7106 7106 10,577 8842 8842 
Interest on 
investment 2068 2068 2068 2736 2736 2736 4072 3404 3404 
Property tax 523 523 523 692 692 692 1029 860 860 
Licensing 82 82 82 108 108 108 160 134 134 
Insurance 419 419 419 551 551 551 815 683 683 
Total $8462 $8462 $8462 $11,193 $11,193 $11,193 $16,653 $13,923 $13,923 
CoO Per tonb $3.92 $3.92 $3.92 $3.89 $3.89 $3.89 $4.34 $3.63 $3.63 
-J 
Per th $4.32 $4.32 $4.32 $4.29 $4.29 $4.29 $4.78 $4.00 $4.00 
Depreciation: System 2 
Pickup trucks 935 935 935 1706 1706 935 2390 1706 1706 
Interest on 
investment 360 360 360 657 657 360 954 657 657 
Property tax 91 91 91 166 166 91 241 166 166 
Licensing 22 22 22 41 41 22 60 41 41 
Insurance 133 133 133 243 243 133 353 243 243 
Total $1541 $1541 $1541 $2813 $2813 $1541 $3998 $2813 $2813 
Per tonb $0.71 $0.71 $0.71 $0.98 $0.98 $0.54 $1.04 $0.73 $0.73 
Per th $0.78 $0.78 $0.78 $1.08 $1.08 $0.60 $1.15 $0.80 $0.80 
~ 
'lC 
Appendix Table 5. Total annual fixed delivery costs by item, selected plant sizes, application/delivery systemsa and sales densities, 
Nebraska, 1977 (Continued). 
"Small" pl.llll ":\kdium" pl'lI1l "LII ge" plcHl! 
Et fcc t i\ e Dell"it\ ---------~-------- ----------------
(toll" PCI .... q. mi.; I tOil = (I.q I I) 
Itl'1ll I",) 10 ., 7.:-) 10 7.,) 10 
Depreciation: System 3 
~urse trucks 4189 4189 4189 6283 6283 4189 8378 6283 6283 
Pickup trucks 163 163 163 163 163 163 163 163 163 
Subtotal 4352 4352 4352 6446 6446 4352 8541 6446 6446 
Interest on 
investment 1676 1676 1676 2482 2482 1676 3288 2482 2482 
Property tax 424 424 424 627 627 424 831 627 627 
Licensing 56 56 56 82 82 56 108 82 82 
Insurance 287 287 287 419 419 287 551 419 419 
Total $6795 $6795 $6795 $10,056 $10,056 $6795 $13,319 $10,056 $10,056 
Per tonb $3.15 $3.15 $3.15 $3.49 $3.49 $2.36 $3.47 $2.62 $2.62 
Per tb $3.47 $3.47 $3.47 $3.85 $3.85 $2.60 $3.83 $2.89 $2.89 
,\~\ ... (em 1--l-lOIl (:Ui:~-t) {J altOl-c!J;t\\ n fidd "'prcddel.., ,,('1 \ iced b\ -i-ion (:U):~-t) !lUI ~e truck,,; ~y"tem '2-8-1011 (7.26-1) tractOl-cl1;l\vn spreaders deli\ered 10 field by 14-tOTl pickup truck" 
dlld 1l'IUllled to pL1I11 I'm relilling; .." ..,tem 3-H-1011 (7.26-tJ "elt-propelled flotatioll ""preadc!.., 'ierviceo bv H-ton (7.26-1) ntll se trll( b. 
Appendix Table 6. Total annual fixed application costs, selected plant sizes, application/delivery systems and sales densities, Nebraska 
1977. 
"~ill;t]]" pl,lIll "\lcdiulll" plallt ·'l.:llge" pl.lIlt 
Effc( tin' Den..,it\ ------------------------
(ton ... pel ~q. mi.: I ton = 0.91 I) 
Ite1\l I,,) 10 i.:l III 7.5 10 
Depreciation: System I 
Spreaders $1572 $1572 $1572 $2096 $2096 $2096 $2619 $2619 $2619 
Farnl tractol 914 914 914 1218 1218 121S 1523 1523 1523 
Subtotal 2486 24S6 2486 3314 3314 3314 4142 4142 4142 
Interest on 
in vest 1l1en t 1108 1108 lJOS 1477 1477 1477 IS02 IS02 IS02 
Property tax 2S0 2S0 280 373 373 373 467 467 467 
Maintenance and 
repair 611 611 611 815 SIS SI5 1019 1019 1019 
Licensing 3 3 3 4 4 4 5 5 5 
~ Insurance 77 77 77 103 103 103 128 128 12S ~ 
Total $45(;5 $4565 $4565 $6086 $6086 $6086 $7563 $7563 $7563 
Per (on" $2.11 $2.11 $2.11 $2.11 $2.11 $2.11 $1.97 $1.97 $1.97 
Per tt $2.33 $2.33 $2.33 $2.33 $2.33 $2.33 $2.17 $2.17 $2.17 
Depreciation: System 2 
Spreaders 2263 2263 2263 2829 2829 2829 3960 3960 3960 
Tractors 1218 121S 121S 1523 1523 1523 2132 2132 2132 
Subtotal 34RI 3481 3481 4352 4352 4352 6092 6092 6092 
Interest on 
investment 1541 1541 1541 1927 1927 1927 2698 269R 2698 
Property tax 390 390 390 4R7 4S7 487 682 6R2 682 
Maintenance and 
repair 880 R80 880 1100 1100 1100 1540 1540 1540 
Licensing 4 4 4 5 5 5 7 7 7 
Insurance 107 107 107 134 134 134 187 IR7 187 
Total $6403 $6403 $6403 $R005 $8005 $8005 $11.206 $11,206 $11,206 
Per tonh $2.96 $2.96 $2.96 $2.78 $2.78 $2.78 $2.92 $2.92 $2.92 
Per tb $3.26 $3.26 $3.26 $3.06 $3.06 $3.06 $3.22 $3.22 $3.22 
... 
~ 













"Small" plant "Medium" plant "Large" plant 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Effective Density-------------------------------------------------------------------------
(tons per sq. mi.; I ton = 0.91 t) 
5 7.5 10 5 7.5 10 5 7.5 10 
System 3 
3801 3801 3801 3801 3801 3801 7602 7602 7602 
2295 2295 2295 2295 2295 2295 4590 4590 4590 
580 580 580 580 580 580 1160 1160 1160 
159 159 159 159 159 159 319 319 319 
$6835 $6835 $6835 $6835 $6835 $6835 $13,671 $13,671 $13,671 
$3.16 $3.16 $3.16 $2.37 $2.37 $2.37 $3.56 $3.56 $3.56 
$3.48 $3.48 $3.48 $2.61 $2.61 $2.61 $2.92 $2.92 $2.92 
aSystem 1-4-ton (:~.63-t) tranOl-drawIl field ~preader~ ~el\'i(ed by 4-1011 (3.fd-l) Tlur~e Ina b,: "ptenl 2-H-\oTl (7.26-1) tracror-d rawn ~preaders deli\'ered to field fn %-1011 pid,up I rw k<,. 
and returned 10 plant fot refilling: "'y~tem :~-H-ton (7.26-1) ~eJf-plOpellcd flotation spr('adel~ "('I "iced b~ H-101l (7.26-1) nllr~t' truck:-.. 
bCapacity output. 
Appendix Table 7. Annual time requirements, annual and unit general non-travel 
labor costs, selected plant sizes, Nebraska, 1977. 
s) .... terns 1, ~ alld ~~ 
Item ··Small" plant '"Medium" plant "Large plant 
Plant output (tons) 2160 2880 3840 
(t) 1960 2613 3484 
Fixed costs 
I. Blend fertilizer and 
load (hrs) 158.4 211.2 281.6 
Labor cost ($ @ 3.85/hr) 609.84 813.12 1084.16 
Cost/ton ($) 0.28 0.28 0.83 
It ($) 0.31 0.31 0.91 
2. Find spreader and 
unload (hrs) 148.5 198.0 264.0 
Labor cost ($ @ 3.85/hr) 571.73 762.30 1016.40 
Cost/ton ($) 0.27 0.27 0.27 
It ($) 0.29 0.29 0.29 
3. Hook and unhook 
spreader (hrs) 33.3 44.4 59.2 
Labor cost ($ @ 3.85/hr) 128.21 170.94 227.92 
Costlton ($) 0.06 0.06 0.06 
It ($) 0.07 0.07 0.07 
4. Operating pay loader (hrs) 660 660 660 
Labor cost ($ @ 3.85/hr) 2541.00 2541.00 2541.00 
Cost/ton ($) 1.18 0.88 0.66 
It ($) 1.30 0.97 0.73 
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Appendix Table 8. Annual and unit labor costs of delivering fertilizer to farm and returning to plant, selected plant sizes, application/de-
livery systema and sales densities, Nebraska 1977. 
Item "Small" plant "Medium" plant "Large" plant 
System 1 
1. Effective use 
density (tons 5.0 7.5 10.0 5.0 7.5 10.0 5.0 7.5 10.0 
per mi2 ) 
(t/km 2 ) 1.75 2.63 3.5 1.75 2.63 3.5 1.75 2.63 3.5 
2. Annual plant 2160 2160 2160 2880 2880 2880 3840 3840 3840 
volume (tons) 
(t) 1960 1960 1960 2613 2613 2613 3484 3484 3484 
3. Market area 432 288 216 576 384 288 768 512 384 
(sq. mi.) 
(sq. km.) 1119 746 559 1492 995 746 1989 1326 995 
... 4. Average one-way 9.4 7.7 6.7 10.9 8.9 7.7 12.6 10.3 8.9 ~ 
distance (mi) 
(km) 15.2 12.4 10.7 17.5 14.3 12.4 20.3 16.5 14.3 
5. Trips/sq. mi. 1.25 1.88 2.50 1.25 1.88 2.50 1.25 1.88 2.50 
(sq. km.) 0.48 0.73 0.97 0.48 0.73 0.97 0.48 0.73 0.97 
6. Total trips 
(no.) 540 540 540 720 720 720 960 960 960 
7. Total distance 10195 8316 7204 15696 12816 11088 24154 19738 17088 
(mi.) 
(km.) 16407 13383 11594 25260 20625 17844 38872 31765 27500 
8. Total travel 
time (hrs at 407.8 332.6 288.1 627.8 512.6 433.5 966.1 789.5 683.5 
25 mph or 40kph) 
9. Total cost 1507.06 1280.66 1109.35 2417.18 1973.66 1707.55 3719.65 3039.59 2631.55 
($ @ 3.85/hr) 
10. Costlton ($) 0.73 0.59 0.51 0.84 0.69 0.59 0.70 0.79 0.69 
It ($) 0.81 0.65 0.57 0.92 0.76 0.65 0.77 0.87 0.76 
Appendix Table 8. Annual and unit labor costs of delivering fertilizer to farm and returning to plant, selected plant sizes, applicationlde-
Iiver~ s~stema and sales densities, Nebraska 1977 (Continued). 
Irelll "~rnaJr' plant "~lediurn" plant "LII gc" plant 
Systems 2 and 3 
I. Effective use 
density (tons 5.0 7.5 10.0 5.0 7.5 10.0 5.0 7.5 10.0 
per mi2 ) 
(t/km 2 ) 1.75 2.63 3.5 I. 75 2.63 3.5 1.75 2.63 3.5 
2. Annual plant 2160 2160 2160 2880 2880 2880 3840 3840 3840 
volume (tons) 
(t) 1960 1960 1960 2613 2613 2613 3884 3884 3884 
3. Market area 432 288 216 576 384 288 768 512 384 
(sq. mi.) 
(sq. km.) 1119 




(km) 15.2 12.4 10.7 17.5 14.3 12.4 20.3 16.5 14.3 
5. Tripslsquare 0.63 0.94 1.25 0.63 0.94 1.25 0.63 0.94 1.25 
mile (no.) 
(no/sq km) 0.24 0.36 0.48 0.24 0.36 0.48 0.24 0.36 0.48 
6. Total trips 
(no.) 270 270 270 360 360 360 480 480 480 
7. Total distance 5098 4158 3602 7848 6408 5544 12077 9868 8544 
(miles) 
(km) 8204 6692 5797 12630 10313 8922 19436 15881 13750 
8. Total travel time 
(hrs at 25 mph or 203.9 166.3 144.1 313.9 256.3 221.8 483.1 394.8 341.8 
40 kph) 
9. Total cost 785.03 640.33 554.67 1208.59 986.83 853.77 1859.82 1519.79 1315.77 
($ @ 3.85/hr.) 
10. Cost/ton ($) 0.36 0.30 0.26 0.42 0.34 0.30 0.48 0.40 0.34 
It ($) 0.40 0.33 0.28 0.46 0.38 0.33 0.53 0.44 0.38 
,!-"y\telll l~l-101l (:Uj:~-I) tlanor-dt,)wtl field "'ptcadct\ ... eni(ed h~ 4-tO!l CL6:1-1) 1l1l1..,e trwk ... ; "'\~lem ~~H-toll (7.26-1) tra(tor-dlawll ~pr('adel'" deli\clcd to field b\ -%-1011 pi( kup Ii'll( k.., 
alld )('{urned to plant fOJ refillillg; .,y-.tCtll :~-H-l()1l (7.26-1) ... elf-propelled flotation "'preadel, 'icni<ed 1)\ H-toll (7.26-t) nur ... e t1u(k~. 
Appendix Table 9. Annual and unit labor costs of moving spreaders from farm to farm, selected plant sizes, application/delivery systema 
and sales densities, Nebraska 1977. 
Item "Small" plant "Medium" plant "LuKe" plant 
Systems 1 and 3 
Effective use 
Density (tons/mi2 ) 5.0 7.5 10.0 5.0 7.5 10.0 5.0 7.5 10.0 
(tlkm') 1.75 2.63 3.5 1.75 2.63 3.5 1.75 2.63 3 -.:J 
1. Total trips (no.) 180 180 180 240 240 240 320 320 320 
2. Average distance 
between customers 3.1 2.5 2.2 3.1 2.5 2.2 3.1 2.5 2.2 
(miles) 
(km) 5.0 4.1 3.5 5.0 4.1 3.5 5.0 4.1 3.5 
3. Total distance 558 455 396 744 607 528 992 8lO 704 
(miles) 
.... (km) 898 733 637 1197 977 850 1093 1303 1133 
.... 
4. Total travel time 
(hrs. at 25 mph or 22.32 18.22 15.84 29.76 24.29 21.12 39.68 32.38 28.16 
40 kpm) 
5. Total costs 
($ @ 3.85/hr) 85.93 70.15 60.98 114.58 93.52 81.31 152.77 124.66 lO8.42 
6. Cost/ton ($) 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 
It ($) 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03 
... 
(..,'1 
Appendix Table 9. Annual and unit labor costs of moving spreaders from farm to farm, selected plant sizes, application/delivery systema 
and sales densities, Nebraska 1977 (Continued). 
helll "~mdll" plant "~ledium" plant "LIIg-e"" plant 
System 2 
Effectiye use 
Density (tons/mi2 ) 5.0 7.5 10.0 5.0 7.5 10.0 5.0 7.5 10.0 
(t/km 2 ) 1.75 2.63 3.5 1.75 2.63 3.5 1.75 2.63 3.5 
1. Total trips (no.) 270 270 270 360 360 360 480 480 480 
2. Ayerage distance 
between customers 3.1 2.5 2.2 3.1 2.5 2.2 3.1 2.5 2.2 
(miles) 
(km) 5.0 4.1 3.5 5.0 4.1 3.5 .~.() 4.1 3.5 
3. Total distance 837 683 549 1116 911 792 1488 1214 1056 
(miles) 
(km) 1347 1099 884 1796 1466 1275 2395 1338 1699 
4. Total trayel time 
(hI's. at 25 mph or 33.48 27.32 23.76 44.64 36.43 31.68 59.52 48.58 42.24 
40 kpm) 
5. Total costs 
($ @ 3.85/hr) 128.9 104.2 91.5 171.9 140.3 122.0 229.2 187.0 162.6 
6. Costlton ($) 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.04 
It ($) 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.05 
aSy~tcm 1-4-ton (3.63-t) tt<tuor-clJawll field ",ple<ldcr ...... eniecci by ·i-toll (3.6:)-1) nur.,e trucks: "y';tE't1l ~-H-\(m (7.26-1) tractor-drawn "pre-aden, delivered 10 field lw %~t{)n pid,up tru(k.., 
and returned to plant for refilling; ..,\ .... Icm :-)-r1-101l (7.26-t) ... eli-propelled notation spreader ...... erviced by H-lOll (7.26-tl nur"e trllch. 
,j:.. 
O"l 
Appendix Table 10. Annual time requirements, annual and unit labor costs of spreading, selected plant sizes and application/delivery 
systems, Nebraska 1977. 
S~<,tcm 1 Sy~tell1 :2 S\'>tell1 :~ 
Plants 
hem Small Medillm Large Small Medium Large Small MediullJ Large 
Spreading time (hours) 658.8 878.4 1171.2 658.8 879.4 1172.6 242.6 323.4 431.2 
Labor costs ($ @ $3.85) 2536.38 3381.84 4509.12 2536.38 3381.84 4509.12 933.82 1245.09 1660.12 
Cost/ton ($) 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 0.43 0.43 0.43 
It ($) 1.29 1.29 1.29 1.29 1.29 1.29 0.48 0.48 0.48 
aS~"'It'm J--I-(Oll UL6:{-t) Ilactor-or,l\\"n field 'ipre<tdcl.., ... el\i(cd by i-ton (:{.6:{-t) nurse trucks: ~y~[em 2-~-toll (7.26-1) tractor-drawn ~preader~ deli\cred (0 field h) ill-toll pickup (nab 
.. nd retulllcc! to planl I'm ]dllling; ~y..,rem 3-H-(oll (7.26-t) ... elf-propelled flotation "'p,eadtTs ",clviled h) H-wll (7.26-1) Ilur..,e tlu(k..,. 
Appendix Table 11. Annual flotation spreader lubrication costs, model plant, system 
3, Nebraska, 1977. 
l[eIll 
Crank case oil 
Automatic transmission oil 






















~iJ-b..,cd Oil ~60 hours oj operatioll per ~e;~r. 
APPENDIX B 















Blending the fertilizer and loading it into delivery vehicles re-
quired 4.4 minutes per ton (4.9 minlt) regardless of the type of deliv-
ery vehicle being filled. Requirements are summarized in Appendix 
Table 7. Cost of blending labor was fixed; time calculations were used 
only as an aid in establishing plant capacity and total plant labor 
requirements. Time required to unload the rail cars was negligible 
and the function was frequently performed by the plant manager 
whose cost was also fixed. 
System 1 
Fertilizer was loaded from the plant into 4-ton (3.63-t) nurse 
trucks. Given an average load size of four tons (3.63 t), 17.6 minutes 
were required per truck load. 
System 2 
Fertilizer was loaded into spreaders pulled by pickup trucks. 
Given an average load size of eight tons (7.26 t), 35.2 minutes were 
required per spreader load. 
System 3 
Fertilizer was loaded into 8-ton (7.26-t) nurse trucks. Given an 
average load size of eight tons (7.26 t), 35.2 minutes were required 
per truck load. 
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Labor-Delivery 
Labor time requirements and costs for delivering fertilizer to the 
farm and returning to the plant were a function of distance computed 
according to the following relationships. A circular trade territory was 
assumed, with the plant located at the center. Delivery territory was 
shared with one competitor, making effective sales density one-half 
that of use density. __ _ 
(1) Average one-way distance (TI) = 2/3 kVV/l7D 
Where V = Annual plant output in tons 
17 = 3.1416 
k = 1.207 (correction factor converting air distance to 
road distance, assuming rectangular grid road 
system and plant at a grid intersection. 
D = effective annual sales density (tons per square 
mile). 
(2) M k . . _ gIarket area demand = 2 (plant output) ar et area - use denSity use denSity 
. ..5 (use density) (3) Tnps per square mile = -
tons/load 
trips t>lant output (4) Total trips = '1 (market area) = /1 d square ml e tons oa 
(5) Total distance '= 2 (average one-way distance) (total trips) 
(6) T I · _ Total distance rave time - 25 MPH 
(7) Total cost = Total travel time ($3.85/hour) 
Average costs per ton of labor required for round-trip delivery of 
fertilizer to farms and return increased with increasing plant sizes at 
each level of use density (Appendix Table 8). The cost/ton declined 
with higher levels of use density for each model plant. 
Systems 1 and 3 
Delivery of fertilizer to the spreader on the farm and returning to 
the plant with the nurse truck occurred at an average driving speed of 
25 mph (40 km/h). Driving time increased with plant size and volume 
and corresponding market area. (See Appendix Table 8). 
System 2 
Delivery of the spreader to the farm and returning to the plant with 
the pickup truck occurred at an average driving speed of 25 mph (40 
kmlh). The average distance between plant and farms increased di-
rectly with plant size and volume and corresponding market area 




Finding the spreader at the farm and unloading the nurse truck 
required an average of 8.8 minutes and 7.7 minutes, respectively, for a 
total time of 16.5 minutes per 4-ton (3.63-t) load (Appendix Table 7). 
If, for example, plant output was 2160 tons (1959 t), 540 loads were 
required for a total time of 148.5 hours, resulting in a cost of$0.275 per 
ton ($0.29/t) 
System 2 
Finding the spreader at the farm took an estimated 8.8 minutes per 
8-ton (7.26-t) load (Appendix Table 7). If, for example, plant output 
was 2160 tons (1959 t), 270 loads were required for a total time of 39.6 
hours, resulting in a cost of $0.07 per ton (0.081t). 
System 3 
Finding the flotation spreader at the farm and unloading the truck 
-equired an estimated 8.8 minutes and 15.4 minutes, respectively, for a 
otal time of 24.2 minutes per 8-ton (7.26-t) load. If, for example, plant 
output was 2160 (1959 t) tons, 270 loads were required for a total time 
of 108.9 hours, resulting in a cost of $0.19 per ton (0.211t). 
Labor-Farm-to-Farm Delivery 
"Between-customer" distance was given by: 
T2=2~ 
Wh D d . 1 . 2 use density/2 ere 2 = customer enslty m!. = 12 1 tons customer 
At a given level of use density, size of plant had no effect on the cost per 
ton. However, the cost per ton decreased with increasing levels of use 
density for a given model plant. 
System 1 
Delivering spreaders from one farm to the next was accomplished 
by pulling the spreaders behind the nurse trucks. Time requirements 
are summarized in Appendix Table 9. 
System 2 
Pickup trucks were used to pull spreaders from one farm to the 
next (see Appendix Table 9 for time required). 
System 3 
Delivery of the flotation spreader was accomplished by driving the 
unit from farm to farm (see Appendix Table 9). 
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Labor-Hooking and Unhooking Spreader 
System 1 
Hooking the spreader to the nurse truck and unhooking it again 
required a total time of 11 minutes (Appendix Table 7). If plant output 
was 2160 tons (1959 t), 270 trips were required to serve customers 
having an average demand of 12 tons (10.9 t), with resulting total time 
of 49.5 hours. Costs were $0.09 per ton ($0.1 O/t) for each of the three 
model plants. 
System 3 
Not applicable; flotation spreader used. 
Labor-Application 
Systems 1 and 2 
Spreading the fertilizer on the field was performed by the farmer in 
an estimated time of 2.44 hours per 8-ton (7.26-t) load (Appendix 
Table 10). At an opportunity cost of $3.85 per hour, labor costs were 
$1.17 per ton. 
System 3 
The field spreading operation was performed in an estimated time 
of 0.9 hours per 8-t()I1 (7.26-t) load (Appendix Table 10). At $3.85 per 
hour, resulting costs were $0.43 per ton ($0.48/t). The medium-size 
model plant, however, required some additional overtime labor at 
overtime rates to reach capacity output. 
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The Agricultural Experiment Station 
provides information and educational programs to all people 
without regard to race, color or national origin. 
